Why Join AUT?

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Interior Design

AUT students get the chance to benefit from practical workshops & activities
that better prepare them for success in their studies and careers:
• Initiation to active learning		
• Team-building skills
• Effective stress management		
• First-Aid training with Red Cross
• Succeeding in job interviews		
• Student Success Office support
• Talent shows				
• Job fairs & careers
• International internship programs
• Cine club
• Job placement (local & International)
• Sports clubs (Football, Basketball, Volleyball, etc.)

What does an Interior Designer do?

An interior designer is a trained professional who creates conceptual,
functional and quality interior environments.
Interior designers work with clients to develop design solutions that
are safe, functional, and attractive to meet the needs of the people
using the space.

Students also have frequent meetings with top professionals to get informed
about jobs and market needs, and network with employers from various sectors.
AUT students in all majors earn professional certifications in addition to
their bachelor degree in order to gain them a competitive advantage.
AUT students are required to spend internships at top companies to
become more competitive.
Financial Aid & Scholarships:
AUT offers flexible payment plans (monthly, semestrial, etc...) to suit all students.
Schedule your appointment with the Admissions advisor by calling:
76 - 80 80 01 or 09 - 478 143/4 ext. 152 or 246
Availability of double degree programs:
• STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE - SUNY
• UNIVERSITY OF LONDON - London School of Economics and Political Science
• UNIVERSITY OF LONDON - University College London and Queen Mary
College - for Master in Law - LLM Support Office
Main Campus: Byblos Highway, Fidar - Halat, Lebanon | +961 9 478 143/4/5 ext: 246 | M: +961 76 80 80 01
AUT Tripoli: Bahsas, Bechara El-Khoury Bldg, Tripoli - Lebanon | +961 6 410 932/3 | Fax: +961 6 410 935
or reach us by mobile: +961 71 102 343 | +961 76 975 822 | +961 76 067 555 | +961 3 462 330
admissions@aut.edu | www.aut.edu

American University of Technology, Decree № 846, dated 18/1/2008

Interior designers must know how to plan a space and how to present
that plan visually so that it can be communicated to the client. They
must also know about the materials that will be used to create the
space, and how texture, color, lighting, and many other technical
aspects will combine and interact to make the space come together.

What do I learn in Interior Design major?

You will study the principles of design, space planning, and problem
solving. You will take several design courses where you will apply your
learning to interior design scenarios. Some studio classes will focus on
residential, corporate, or retail design, others will introduce you to design
theory and process for analyzing interior environments, documenting
the needs of users and space planning. The AUT curriculum is made up
of 99 credits divided between theoretical and applied courses.
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Why study Interior Design at AUT?

You get top faculty teaching you, bringing in professional expertise
to the classroom so your education is not only theoretical. AUT’s
hands-on methods helps students build their portfolio to be market
ready. The collaboration with Milan’s Istituto Europeo di Design
ensures you also have access to top designers to teach you special
courses whether at AUT or in Milan during the summer. In addition,
the internship requirements will allow you to discover the reality
of the job market and get better prepared for employment or for
starting your own design company.

Interior Design Career Outlook

There is rising demand for talented and creative interior designers for
private homes and public spaces such as offices, restaurants, malls,
museums hospitals, beach resorts and other establishments.
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